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NARRATIVE, ARGUMENT, AND LITERACY: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE

NARRATIVE DISCOURSE DEVELOPMENT OF MONOLINGUAL AND

BILINGUAL 5-10 YEAR OLD LEARNERS

abstract

In order to find out more about bilingual children's narrative discourse acquisition, this paper
analyses and compares the oral narrative discourse of bilingual and monolingual 5-10 year olds in two
ways. It uses (a) Labov’s taxonomy to measure evaluation, and (b) schema theory to do an episodic
analysis of elicited narratives and it argues that these frameworks serve to describe the
expository/argumentative discourse and "essay-text" literacy characteristics of an oral narrative. It was
found that monolingual children have narratives that are more highly evaluated and more episodically
structured than bilingual children’s narratives, particularly for the seven and eight year old age group.
Moreover, the nature of the partial "catching up" of 9 & 10 year old bilingual children with their
monolingual peers was found to reveal relative progress in the less sophisticated narrative features. As
the features of narrative discourse that bilingual children lack (relative to their monolingual peers) are
partly constituitive of academic literacy events and discourses, these findings can be seen to reveal part
of the academic gap, theorised by Cummins, that bilingual children still have to cross in order to
perform well in school. This interpretation of the data marks one possible starting point of an endeavour
to learn about ways that narrative skills of bilingual learners can be developed.

"Narrative is a central function of language. Not, in origin, an artifact of culture, an

art, but a fundamental operation of the normal mind functioning in society. To learn to speak

is to learn to tell a story." ( Le Guin, 1992: 39)

1 introduction

Narrative is not just one way amongst others of using language but is of central

importance to our understanding of all forms of language and thought. Arguments from the

fields of literary theory (Bakhtin, 1981 & Ricoeur, 1981) and education (Rosen, 1985) show

how narratives of different types are profoundly related to other kinds of discourse. Telling a

story is not a discrete activity that can be left behind as we get on with other language

activities, for example, arguing, reasoning, explaining. Rather, story-telling is essentially

related to these other ways of using language often thought of as exhibiting “higher order”

thinking skills. When we tell stories we are often doing many things at once: for example,

pursuing an argument, locating ourselves within a social space, performing an academic task.

This paper will focus on those aspects of narrative which are shared with

expository/argumentative discourse, and with a certain kind of literacy.  After briefly setting

the scene for these perspectives on narrative, two forms of analysis that can serve to measure

these will be suggested in the analysis sections below. The comparative study of bilingual and

monolingual children that have been undertaken can be read as a first step in the exploration

of the narrative development of young learners of English as an Additional Language (EAL)

where this development informs, and is informed by, other types of discourse acquisition and

the acquisition of academic skills.
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2 background: narrative as argument and as a preparation for literacy

2.1 narrative and argument

Narrative and argumentative discourse have been traditionally regarded as radically

different. Work has been done recently to question the clarity of the distinction and

problematize the mutual exclusivity that an over-simplistic concept of both narrative and

argument leads to (Fisher, 1994 & Saunders, 1994).

Andrews and Costello (1993: 48-50) use the work of Applebee (1989) to make the

point that narrative and argument share the same developmental structures: "heaps",

unconnected perceptions, develop into sequences, and then into complete narratives in which

the parts are connected to one another as well as a central theme. Similarly, unconnected

points develop into ideas in a chain, and then into complete arguments, unified by a central

theme. Another more ethnographic approach is to look at real instances of narrative

performing an argumentative function or containing argument as part of the narrative: stories

have argumentative functions and can contain typically argumentative characteristics: for

example, evaluation, judgement, questions, and reflection (see Medway, 1989 & Andrews,

1989). Along these lines, Fox gives us examples of how questions, problems, hypotheses, and

explanations play a role in stories that children tell. She writes:

"It may be that for a lot of the time in ordinary life children find it difficult to see

viewpoints other than their own, and are not yet highly developed reasoners, explicators, or

rational debaters. But in the context of a familiar set of discourse, those of fantasy storytelling,

which on the face of it might be the last areas we would investigate to discover the more

rational aspects of their thinking, they sometimes show embedded in the pleasure and

excitement of their 'yarning on', cool and serious minds at work, weighing up the pros and

cons of imaginary problems, problems posed by themselves as narrators, and solved in

satisfying and elegant ways." (Fox, 1989: 42)

2.2 narrative and literacy

There has been much recent interest in the differences between speech and writing:

writing is represented by some as a lonely, monologic activity and speech as essentially

interactive (Rosen, 1971 & Chafe, 1984). In response to this, work has been done to show

how speech and writing share important features (Beaman, 1984 & Tannen, 1984): it is

argued that to understand how oral narrative discourse is related to written discourse one must

locate both within a cultural context (Collins & Michaels, 1986; Michaels, 1986; Heath, 1983,

1984; & Gee, 1985).

Gee, using the work of Collins and Michaels, distinguishes between two types of

narrative discourse which give varying access to what he describes as essay-text literacy (Gee,

1989: 39-115). One type, used in more oral cultures, depends more on additive relationships

(e.g. coordinating conjunctions) and involves readers or listeners making inferences about

how components of the story are connected; prosody, rather than lexis or syntax, provides
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thematic cohesion. The other type has more syntactic and lexical devices to signal thematic

cohesion (e.g. subordinating clauses, nominal complementation), is more explicit in that

meaning relationships are signalled and not left so much to interpretation by the listener, and

does not rely so much on prosody. It is argued that this latter narrative style leads more easily

to essay-text literacy. This involves the presentation of a topic followed by an explicit and

reasoned engagement with it. Essay-text literacy provides a gateway into academic discourse

and success in school literacy. (Gee is careful to point out that this is not a claim about

literacy leading to context-independent cognitive advantages, for in fact the resulting literacy

skill is dependent on exposition skills in "contrived situations" (1989: 48). Rather, it is a claim

about how literacy is bound up with a social practice that might make these judgements.)

3 aims

The aim of this study was to find out if there were differences in oral narrative

discourse, and if so the nature of these differences, between bilingual children who had

achieved fluency in spoken English and their monolingual peers. Bilingual children who had

been in school for more than two years, preferably between two and three years, were chosen

as this is the point in their language development when they are seemingly fluent in everyday

social English, but have not necessarily acquired full competence in more formal, academic

English (Cummins, 1984). Any differences discovered were identified to see if there were

differences between monolingual and bilingual children's stories in respect to those features of

discourse that oral narrative shares with other academic discourse types and academic literacy

events. For my purposes this means looking at how speakers integrate temporal sequences

through evaluation of the narrative and episodic structuring. These notions will be explained

below.

I also wanted to find out if possible differences between monolingual and bilingual

children's stories were influenced by age. Therefore, data was collected from three age groups

spanning the age range of five to ten years.

4 procedure

Eighteen children aged from 5 to 10 years retold a picture story. Six children

constituted each age group, formed from class groups in two inner-London primary schools.

Each of these age groups was in turn composed of two sub-groups: a bilingual and a

monolingual group, each made up of two girls and one boy. The language background was

controlled by choosing bilingual children who are Portuguese speakers from Portugal with a

Portuguese-speaking home environment. The bilingual children had all been attending the

school for between 2.2 and 2.9 years except one girl, who had been at school for 4.2 years;

she had to be included because no other suitable child of her age could be found. It was felt

that this might be still a sufficiently short period to lead to some kind of difference with her

monolingual peers, although it later became evident that she substantially out-performed other

bilingual children of a similar age. The bilingual children were matched with monolingual
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children of the same gender, with the same ability (according to informal teacher assessment

of non-language ability in class), and from the same class. Children who were regarded as

having special learning needs were not included and I endeavoured to choose children, with

the help of teachers at the schools, so that there would be the same spread of abilities in each

age group (average, below average, and above average). In the table below the first figure

signifies age and the second (for bilingual children only) indicates the length of time in

school.

table 1

bilingual                                                                        monolingual

                                                    year 5&6

10.7, 2.5                                                                         10.10

10.5, 2.2                                                                         10.9

9.6, 2.2                                                                            9.5

                                                    year 3&4

8.8, 2.2                                                                            8.2

7.1, 4.2                                                                            7.2

7.6, 2.3                                                                            7.5

                                                    year 1&2

6.9, 2.9                                                                            6.6

7.1, 2.3                                                                            6.5

5.11, 2.2                                                                          6.2

For each child the same procedure was followed. The session was started with a brief

discussion about favourite stories and about what made a good story. Then the children

looked at a picture book, "Come Away From the Water, Shirley" (Burningham, 1977). This is

a book with no text that tells the story of a girl having an adventure, involving pirates and

treasure, whilst her parents are sleeping on the beach. The children were encouraged to

comment on the pictures at first with the request "tell me about this picture". Then the child
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was asked to imagine that s/he was Shirley and to tell the story in the first person, without

looking at the pictures. They were asked to "tell a really good story". Thinking time was given

in which they could look at the pictures again. They finally told me the story without the

pictures.

The 18 stories were analysed in two respects: the way a narrator evaluated

events/actions and the way events were moulded into episodes. These methods of analysis

will now be outlined with occasional reference to the story told by a ten year old monolingual

boy who I will call David (see appendix (i) and (ii)). As this story has been chosen to illustrate

a range of episodic and evaluative features it is, of course, untypical of the stories told by

some of the other children, particularly the younger ones, who were often less able to evaluate

and organise their stories to the same extent.

5 analysis: evaluation1

Labov makes a distinction between narrative and non-narrative clauses (1972). The

former make up the essence of a story and cannot be moved from their place in the narrative

sequence without changing the order of events and meaning of the story. Non-narrative

clauses can be moved around in the narrative (to varying degrees) without changing the order

of events or the meaning of the story. A bare narrative involves a sequence of independent

narrative clauses which represent a sequence of events but Labov makes the point that this

alone would not engage us and make a narrative worth telling. For this to happen there needs

to be evaluation. For Labov evaluation answers the "so what?" question; it makes the story

"tellable" and gives it a point, a reason for being told. For David, part of his point is to tell a

tale that is so extraordinary that it is regarded as unbelievable by the adults on the beach:

evaluation in this narrative is partly about conveying this extraordinary aspect, for example

“then I think mmm what's this oh my god there's a diamond as big as my hand” (appendix (i),

clauses 41-43) and, a little later in the story, “then I then I told my mum my my adventure and

she said I believe you but I didn't don't really think she does” (clauses 50-52). More generally,

evaluation can be external or internal to varying degrees.

External evaluation involves the narrator commenting on the narrative directly to the

listener, supplying a “point”. Embedded evaluation is when the narrator tells of a thought or

feeling that occured within the narrative, or something said by the narrating character or

another character, which has an evaluative effect. David’s clause 51, “and she said I believe

you”, is an example of embedded evaluation. Narrative actions themselves can also express an

evaluative perspective. If David had made his narrator rub his hands together or jump for joy,

these would be evaluative actions. These different forms of evaluation involve complete

independent clauses being evaluative (Labov & Waletzky, 1967 & Labov, 1972). An

anonymous reviewer of this paper has made the helpful point that for Labov there is a

continuum of external/internal evaluation. S/he has suggested that David’s clause 40, “and I

thought how do I know this is real”,  and clause 52, “but I didn't don't really think she does”,

are examples of “intermediate external” evaluations, occupying a position both within the

narrative and outside of it.

On the other hand, if evaluation is internal it affects the syntax of the narrative clauses

rather than the overall shape. Internal evaluation is held to involve a distortion of the basic
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narrative syntax (conjunction, subject, auxiliary, verb, complement/object, adverbial) at a

clausal level. There are four types of internal evaluation which I will briefly sketch.

Intensifiers are devices for emphasising a part of a narrative: gestures, phonology,

quantifiers, lexical items, foregrounding, repetition, ritual utterance, and wh- exclamations.

David tended to use phonological intensifiers, using dramatic intonation to highlight particular

clauses, for example, “then I think mmm what's this oh my god  there's a diamond as big as

my hand” (clauses 41-43, appendix (i)).

Comparators are devices for comparing what did happen with what did not and with

unrealized possibilities: imperatives, questions, negatives, futures, modals, quasimodals, or-

clauses, and comparatives. David uses a wide range of comparators in his story, his use of

modals when his narrator/hero is making a decision being particularly striking (for example,

clause 6, “and then I thought should I take a ride in it or shouldn’t I”, and clause 14, “I

thought maybe they could help me”).

Correlatives bring together two events in one clause: progressives in be...ing, double -

ing forms, double appositives (Labov’s example: “a knife, a long one a dagger”), double

attributives (“a big red house”), use of participles (e.g. David’s story, clause 16, “and I

thought I was somewhere on the beach playing with someone”), and nominalizations. David

uses different correlative structures in his narrative, although they do not occur with the same

frequency as comparators. (It was especially this category that I needed to extend by using

Peterson and McCabe’s 1983 framework: see below.)

Explicatives explicate the point of the narrative through simple, complex, and

compound clauses, where the difference between this function and that of correlative

evaluation is that explication suspends the narrative to explain, whilst correlation brings

several actions together. (Compare David’s “because” clause 3, “but my dad didn’t let me

because he said it was too cold”, with his participle clause 16, “and er they thought I was

somewhere on the beach playing with someone”.)

In order to produce a more sensitive analysis, the Labovian taxonomy was

supplemented by that of Peterson and McCabe (1983), who model their own account on

Labov’s system. The way this was done was to take Labov's taxonomy and to add any extra

evaluation picked up by Peterson and McCabe, ascribing these fresh categories to one of the

four main Labovian types. Their categories of futures and intension cover some clauses not

picked out by Labov’s modal category, for example “he was going to kill me” and, in David’s

story, clause 2, “and er I wanted to go in the sea”, and clause 7, “er but then I made my mind

up to take a ride in the boat”. The category of inferences similarly captures some narrative

elements better than Labov’s system: David’s clause 32, “so I thought maybe this means

treasure”, makes a reasoned link between a cross on a map and the prospect of treasure and

thus functions as an explicative. (Labov excludes “verbs of saying and knowing” from his

category of explicatives (1972: 390).) David’s clause 43, “there’s a diamond as big as my

hand”, is an example of Peterson and McCabe’s category of exaggeration and gesture. It may

be noticed that some clauses in David’s story are evaluated in different ways simultaneously:

all of these ways were counted in the data-analysis to capture the intensity and complexity of

these clauses.

I also supplemented this combination of taxonomies with some categories of my own.

In particular, it strikes me that use of when clauses to bring two events/actions together have a

correlative function, for example, Davids’s clause 17, “and when I got to the boat the I found

out that the people were pirates”, and clause 49, “and then when we got there I put all the
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jewellery in my bag”. I have also categorised the use of the past simple for background states

as correlative, for example, clause 16, “er they thought I was somewhere on the beach playing

with someone”. In effect a slightly more inclusive taxonomy has been created. This is

justified, I would argue, by the open-ended nature of Labov's system: the four categories of

internal evaluation are a framework that can be filled in with additional features.

Labov's system of evaluative devices gives us a way of measuring the argumentative

content of a story. It does this by changing the syntax of a pure sequence of events into one

which emphasizes a part of a narrative or brings temporally distant parts of the story together

in explicit ways. For example, explicating a part of a story by means of a simple appended

clause that expresses a causal relationship with the main clause is a skill useful for reason-

giving discourse; comparing two parts of a narrative by means of a comparative structure is

related to the "compare and contrast" essay format.

For similar reasons, the use of evaluation indicates the degree to which an oral

narrative can be transformed into writing, and, in particular, an "essay-text" form. A highly

evaluated narrative would display high amounts of lexical and syntactic signals of the

thematic cohesion that Gee refers to as necessary for an "essay-text literacy" (see above):

explicatives provide cohesive links between different parts of a narrative; correlatives bring

parts of a narrative together; comparators qualify clauses in relation to a background of events

"that did not occur" (Labov, 1972, 381). So these evaluative devices integrate, in various

ways, narrative clauses which otherwise would be mere sequences of events. However,

intensifiers seem, prima facie, to be less able than the other three forms of evaluation to

integrate clauses into essay-text-style narratives. Therefore, it was necessary to analyse the

data in respect to each different type of evaluation.

6 results and discussion: evaluation

The overall comparative picture is as follows: for years 5 & 6 (children aged 9 & 10)

evaluation in the stories was similar in percentage terms for monolingual and bilingual

children (see tables 2 & 3, & graph 1); with years 3 & 4 (7 & 8 year olds), there was a much

greater difference, with monolinguals being 2 times more evaluative in percentage terms than

bilinguals. With the earliest years there is also a difference, although the amount of evaluation

(the total number of evaluative devices and their ratios in relation to non-evaluative narrative

clauses) is small in both monolingual and bilingual stories and therefore comparison with this

sample is unreliable.

My primary interest here is in the proportion of evaluative to narrative clauses (both

evaluative and non-evaluative) as it is this data, indicating the relationship between evaluation

and narration, which will allow us to characterise something of the nature of the narratives

themselves.
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graph 1: percentage analysis (% of total number of evaluative devices per total number of

narrative clauses)
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table 2: percentage analysis (% of total number of evaluative devices per total number of

narrative clauses)

monolingual children evaluation bilingual children evaluation

5 & 6 44 5 & 6 46

3 & 4 47 3 & 4 24

1 & 2 19 1 & 2 9

all years 37 all years 26
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table: 3 absolute numbers of evaluative devices

corr. = correlatives; expl. = explicatives; int. = intensifiers; comp. = comparators; ev. =

evaluation

bilingual children

year corr. expl. int. comp. total ev. clauses non-internal ev.

5 & 6 10 4 14 12 40 83 0

3 & 4 2 2 7 6 17 67 2

1 & 2 0 0 1 3 4 35 0

all 12 6 22 21 61 185 2

monolingual children

year corr. expl. int. comp. total ev. clauses non-internal ev.

5 & 6 12 4 14 28 58 117 3

3 & 4 7 6 28 15 56 110 1

1 & 2 1 0 1 6 8 41 0

all 20 10 43 49 122 268 4

The nature of the development in evaluation in terms of types of evaluation differs

between the monolingual and bilingual children chosen for this study. The number of

evaluative devices in the these monolingual children's stories did not increase appreciably

from years 3 & 4 to years 5 & 6: intensifiers became less used and comparators and

correlatives more used. The bilingual children’s stories, on the other hand, showed an increase

across this age difference with the number of intensifiers doubling along with comparable

increases in other evaluative devices: there was not the same movement away from the use of

intensifiers to other devices (see graphs 2 & 3).

For example, David’s narrative shows a wide spread of different evaluative devices: he

used a  range of comparators and correlatives, and two explicatives. Although his use of

intensifiers was effective and suggests a confidence and fluency in his story-telling, they do

not dominate to the same extent that they tend to do with the bilingual children in the same

age group in my sample.
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graph 2: comparators
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I found very few instances of non-internal evaluation in the stories as a whole, perhaps

due to the way that these stories were elicited and the lack of “ownership” that the children

had over them. In this respect the story I have used to illustrate my analysis is untypically rich

in this type of evaluation, the narrator intervening in the narrative to offer an embedded and

an intermediate-external evaluation.2

The greatest difference in years 3 & 4 and the bilingual children's catching up from

this age group to the years 5 & 6 group was due as much to an increase in intensifiers, devices

more in common with spoken social English, as to any of the more academic, essay-text

literacy devices, i.e. explicatives, comparators, and correlatives: the monolingual children’s

switch from intensifiers to other devices was not shown in the bilingual children's stories. This

suggests that bilingual children lag behind monolingual children in these essay-text literacy

and exposition related aspects of narrative discourse.

7 analysis: episodic structure

To illustrate the data analytic principles of episodic structure, I will be referring in

what follows to appendix (ii), David’s story represented as related episodes. Note that

narrative clauses in this episodic analysis are slightly different to those in the preceding

evaluative analysis.

The schema theory of narrative represents stories as divided into problem-solving

episodes. An episode can be thought of as consisting of something happening which causes a

protagonist to form a goal, with problem-solving behaviour in the pursuit of this goal

following and leading to an ending in which the problem is seen to be addressed in some way

(Rumelhart, 1977: 269). For example, David’s episode two involves him making up his mind
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to take a ride (goal, clause 8) in response to seeing a boat (clause 6). His manouvering of the

boat out to sea (clauses 9-12) is a kind of problem-solving which leads to an ending of this

particular episode, his capture and subsequent problems involved in this (episode 3). 

For Mandler and Johnson, a story is a tree structure which connects "terminal nodes",

representing either states or events, to "basic nodes", which subsume terminal nodes within

more important story constituents, according to a set of "rewrite rules" (Mandler & Johnson,

1977).

Nodes are connected by three types of relationship: "and", "then", and "cause". The

"and" relationship connects two nodes which are simultaneous or overlap temporally. The

"then" relationship connects two nodes that are temporally sequenced in expected or

unexpected ways. The "cause" relationship connects nodes more closely: "the first node

provides a reason for the occurrence of the second" (Mandler and Johnson, 1977: 116).

A story is constituted from a setting and an event structure. A setting introduces the

protagonist, time, and physical location of the story. An event structure is composed of one or

more episodes; if there is more than one they are linked by a "then" connector. An episode

consists of a beginning, development, and an ending, all linked by a "cause": something

happens (the beginning) which causes the protagonist to respond to it, which in turn brings

about the end of the episode (ibid, 119). The beginning is one or more events. If more than

one, these can be linked in any way. The development can be more or less planned. If it is

relatively unplanned, a simple reaction, an emotion, causes an action. If it is more planned a

complex reaction causes a goal path. A complex reaction is made up of a simple reaction

which causes a goal, an "internal state" (i.e. a plan or aim). In David’s story, episode two

involves the protagonist having a thought, the simple reaction in clause 7, which leads to an

intention, the goal of  clause 8. A goal path is an “attempt” which causes an “outcome”, and

both the attempt and the outcome may be constituted from more than one event. Again

returning to David’s episode two, his sailing of the boat out to sea constitutes an attempt, and

his sighting of the pirate’s boat is the outcome of this attempt. There may be more than one

goal path, "multiple goal paths", in an episode, particularly when the first attempt is

unsuccessful. Episode 5 of David’s narrative has two goal paths, the kicking of the captain

resulting in his falling over, and the causing of more general chaos. The ending tends to be

brought about by the development as a whole rather than directly by the outcome alone, which

is more closely connected to the attempt. The development is a (more or less) purposeful

response whilst the ending is a more distant effect of this response: for example, David’s

episode six has an outcome of finding the treasure (clause 40), but an ending consisting of two

more embedded episodes (7 & 8), the return home.

Connections between episodes are all "then" relationships when episodes are not

embedded. The only causal relationships between episodes are when there is beginning,

outcome, or end-embedding. End-embedding takes place when the end of an episode consists

of another episode. Often an end-embedded episode involves the introduction of a different

protagonist. Beginning-embedding takes place when an episode begins with an entire episode

rather than an event: the protagonist responds to an episode and not only an event. Outcome-

embedding occurs when there is a story involving unsuccesful goal paths: the embedded

episode starts with the failure and proceeds to a new goal. Embedding leads to a more tightly

integrated structure because of the causal connections.

Schema theory is a way of representing narrative as a problem solving discourse:

episodes are problems to be solved through planning and action. Work done by Freedle and
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Hale makes valuable connections between episodic stuctures of narrative and expository

discourse (1977). They find that when a narrative is converted to its problem-solving

expository equivalent, it can be remembered and reproduced far better by kindergarten

children when preceded by its narrative counterpart. To be able to do this in the first place,

they propose an "expository schema" which is modelled on the Mandler and Johnson

framework. For example, a recipe can be seen as a kind of narrative. The setting is a cook in a

kitchen. The goal, the problem to be solved, is the making a cake. The beginning, conditions

or instruments necessary for the solution of the problem, is the list of ingredients. The attempt,

a procedure for solving the problem, is to heat the oven. The outcome, a test to decide if the

problem has been solved, is to stick in a knife. Finally, the ending is that the cake is ready

(ibid: 131-133). In this way a connection is made between narrative and expository discourse;

or rather narrative discourse itself can be seen to be multifaceted and made up of discourses

normally treated as non-narrative.

Gee shows how narrative stanzas constructed around "topic/comment" and

"action/result of action/intention/result of intention" structures lead to a more school-based

literacy than stanzas given coherence through a greater use of repetition and prosody (1989:

97-115). If Gee is right about this, then the problem/solution Mandler and Johnson episodic

format can also be a preparation for essay-text literacy.

8 results and discussion: episodic structure

It is difficult to draw conclusions from the data for years 1 & 2 as the number of

episodes is so low (see table 4). As with evaluation, the greatest difference between the

monolingual and bilingual children's stories occured in years 3 & 4. Bilingual children's

stories had 58% of the causal links of the monolingual children's and they had 56% of the

episodes.

In years 5 & 6 there was again a difference between the monolingual and bilingual

children's stories: the bilingual children had 61% of the causal links of monolingual children's

stories and 76% of the episodes. As with evaluation again, the differences were less than in

the middle age group.

table 4: episodic structure

m. gps = multiple goal paths; em. epds. = embedded episodes; c.r. = complex reactions

bilingual children's stories

year episodes causal links m.gps em.epds. c.r.

5 & 6 13 39 1 3 5
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3 & 4 10 33 1 2 4

1 & 2 5 13 0 0 1

all 28 85 2 5 10

monolingual children's stories

year episodes causal links m. gps em.epds. c.r.

5 & 6 17 64 5 7 11

3 & 4 18 57 4 8 10

1 & 2 5 17 1 0 2

all 40 138 10 15 24

For both bilingual and monolingual children, the stories developed in almost all ways

from years 1 & 2 to years 3 & 4: there was an increase in complex reactions, embedded

episodes, multiple goal paths, and the total number of episodes. In all respects the increase

was much greater for monolingual children; the difference between monolingual and bilingual

children's stories in respect to the numbers of total causal links was due principally to a

greater increase in episodes but also, in part, to greater increases in embedded episodes,

complex reactions, and multiple goal paths.

At the top age range there was a slight relative "catching up" by the bilingual children

with the difference between the number of episodes of bilingual and monolingual children’s

stories getting smaller. However, the overall difference in the numbers of causal connectives

between monolingual and bilingual children's stories did not change appreciably because there

is not the same level of catching up by bilingual children in terms of embedded episodes,

multiple goal paths, and complex reactions: bilingual children's stories remained relatively

unsophisticated with respect to these episodic features.

Overall, the monolingual children are able to produce narratives which integrated

events into more episodes. These were related in more complicated ways by being embedded;

they involved greater planning by having more complex reactions and more multiple goal

paths. This again suggests, as with the evaluation analysis above, that bilingual children may

be less able than their monolingual peers at these expository/argumentative discourse and

literacy related skills.

As with the evaluation analysis there was an appreciable difference at years 3 & 4

followed by a partial "closing of the gap" at years 5 & 6 in some respects but not others:

bilingual children got slightly better at creating episodes which were linked in linear "then"

relationships without improving as much in creating arguably the more sophisticated features

of narrative: embedded episodes, multiple goal paths, and complex reactions.
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9 discussion and implications of both analyses

It has been noted that children in school who are second language learners can acquire

everyday social communicative competence in around two years but take between five and

seven years (or longer) to reach academic parity with their monolingual peers (Cummins,

1984). This can be seen not only as a claim about the acquisition of a language system but

also as part of a discourse theory of second language acquisition: learners take longer to

acquire academic discourse than to acquire social conversational discourse.

The exact nature of academic discourse is hard to define, particularly outside of a

specific educational context3. However, if Gee is right about the relationship between

narrative form and a certain kind of academic discourse (see 2.2), then Cummins’ empirical

findings about the length of academic discourse acquisition might also have relevance for the

acquisition of narrative discourse.

I chose to look at those features of narrative which involved integrating sequences of

actions into sense-making wholes. By analysing evaluation and episodic structure, I argued

that we were looking at those features of a narrative that could make it a preparation for

expository/argumentative discourse and essay-text literacy. Two features of academic

language are (a) problem-solving discourse, where text is made up of problems and responses

to problems, and (b) non-sequential relationships between one part of a text to another. These,

as we have seen, are also dimensions of narrative discourse; so the above analysis of problem-

solving episodic structure and evaluation can be regarded as partly an attempt to break down

Cummins' notion of academic proficiency into more discourse-specific features.

The analysis in this paper showed the monolingual children in my sample producing

more highly evaluated and more episodically structured narratives than bilingual children. In

particular, the greatest difference between monolinguals and bilinguals in this respect is for 7

and 8 year olds.

The results have pedagogical implications for if these bilingual children are not able to

use these academic (literacy/exposition-related) narrative discourse features to the same extent

as their monolingual peers, they are likely to fall behind in any curriculum areas that depend

upon them. Stories are widely used in primary schools to support learning across the

curriculum (e.g. Garvie, 1990). One of the assumptions behind this approach is that children

can draw on their narrative skills and transfer them to other "more academic" discourse areas.

It may even be thought that story is a way into the curriculum for bilingual children who are

in the process of acquiring academic English. There may be a great deal of value in this as a

general educational approach but we have seen that there are features of their narrative

discourse that suggest that bilingual children's narratives may in fact be as much in need of

support and development as other areas of their language. Indeed, it may well be that

narratives produced by bilingual children need extra attention as it is possible for these

children to "get by" in this discourse using relatively more spoken language discourse features

than monolingual children. Narrative is not, then, an automatic entry point to the curriculum.

Indeed, the variation in complexity and structure of children’s narratives may mean that

bilingual  children may have less access to the curriculum than monolingual children precisely

because differences in their narratives are unrecognized.

Care needs, of course, to be taken to avoid overgeneralising from my results to claims

about possible literacy performances and argument-discourse abilities. However, the
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differences I found may be part of a broader picture, which would need to be traced through

an understanding of the educational and social context within which these children are

operating.  This would then enable us to understand better the discourse-path along which

these bilingual children have to travel.  If, as Gee argues (1989, 60), English teachers are

"gate-keepers" to literacy discourses that for some children are more difficult to acquire, then

perhaps one way of opening the gate for bilingual children is to work on those aspects of

narrative discourses, both oral and written, which connect with the more academic discourse

types.
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footnotes

                                                                        
1 An analysis of all eighteen narratives has been carried out in Shrubshall, 1996. Space

obviously prevents me displaying more than an exemplification of this here.
2 The lack of external-evaluation in my sample does not mean that these devices do not play

an important role in the narratives of these children, and that the analysis of such devices does

not have important pedagogical implications. I anticipate that there is much to be gained from

an analysis of external evaluation in naturally occuring narratives and I am grateful to the

anonymous reviewer for bringing this to my attention.
3 I am reluctant to interpret the differences between the the monolingual and bilingual

children’s narratives in this study as manifestations of deep-rooted cognitive or linguistic

competencies. I would prefer to see the analysis as a way of displaying some symptoms of

discourse which now need to be explored and understood using a more context-sensitive

approach. In particular, the question of how differences in children’s own oral everyday

narratives effect their ways of engaging with classroom literacy events needs to be addressed

by looking at naturally occuring peer group and classroom discourse. This kind of study

would relocate the linguistic differences between monolingual and bilingual children within a

much more context-sensitive picture of their lives and languages. It would also lead, I would

imagine (and hope), to a revision of the taxonomies used here.
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appendix (i): evaluation analysis of David’s story

* underlined text signifies that part of the utterance marked by phonological features (e.g.

loudness, dramatic voice)

1 in the summer holidays I went to the beach for the er day

2 and er I wanted to go in the sea (COMPARATOR-INTENSION)

3 but my dad didn't let me (COMPARATOR-NEGATIVE & COMPARATOR-

QUASIMODAL) because he said it was too cold (EXPLICATIVE-SIMPLE, CAUSAL)

4 and then my mum said why don't you find something else to do (COMPARATOR-

QUESTION)

5 as then I saw a boat

6 and I then I thought should I take a ride in it or shouldn't I (COMPARATOR-MODAL,

COMPARATOR-QUESTION, & COMPARATOR-OR CLAUSE)
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7 er but then I made my mind up to take a ride in the boat (COMPARATOR-INTENSION)

8 and I put my dog in the er boat

9 and I pushed it out to sea

10 then I quickly ran into the water

11 and jumped onto the boat

12 and then  I rowed er out into the middle of the er of the cove

13 and then I saw a boat with wh white sails and a black flag

14 I thought maybe they could help me (COMPARATOR-MODAL, INTENSIFIER-

PHONOLOGY, & COMPARATOR-QUASI MODAL)  

15 and my mum and dad were still on the er beach (CORRELATIVE-PAST SIMPLE)

16 er and they thought I was er somewhere on the beach playing with someone

(CORRELATIVE-PAST SIMPLE & CORRELATIVE-RIGHT HAND PARTICIPLE)

17 and when I got to the boat the I found out that the people were pirates (CORRELATIVE-

WHEN)

18 and they and they captured me

19 and they took me on board

20 and made me walk the plank (COMPARATOR-QUASI MODAL)

21 but before they did my dog bit the captain's leg

22 his sword fell overboard

23 and I kicked him

24 he fell down

25 and I jumped over him

26 and then  then I started to cau- cause chaos on the er ship (INTENSIFIER-LEXICAL)

27 and then I got a flag and a map

28 and then then I jumped overboard

29 and swum towards our boat

30 then I looked at the map

31 and it put showed an island with an X on

32 so I thought maybe this means treasure (COMPARATOR-QUASI MODAL,

INTENSIFIER-PHONOLOGY, & EXPLICATOR-INFERENCE)

33  so I used the flag as a sail

34 and tied it to my oars

35 and then the wind pushed us out to the island

36 and I used one of the oars as a as a spade

37 and I started digging

38 and I found the treasure treasure chest

39 and I I opened it up

40 and I thought how do I know this is real (COMPARATOR-QUESTION &

INTERMEDIATE EXTERNAL EVALUATION)

41 then I think mmm what's this (INTENSIFIER-PHONOLOGY & COMPARATOR-

QUESTION)

42 oh my god  (INTENSIFIER-EXCLAMATION & INTENSIFIER-PHONOLOGY)

43 there's a diamond as big as my hand  (COMPARATOR-COMPARATIVE,

INTENSIFIER-EXAGGERATION, INTENSIFIER-GESTURE, & INTENSIFIER-

PHONOLOGY)
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44 and then I er the shall I take it (INTENSIFIER-PHONOLOGY & COMPARATOR-

QUESTION) yes

45 then I put some in my pocket

46 and I put some necklaces round my dog's neck

47 then we jumped back into the boat

48 and sailed back to the beach

49 and then when we got there I put all the jewellery in my bag (CORRELATIVE-WHEN)

50 and then I then I told my mum my my adventure

51 and she said I believe you  (EMBEDDED EVALUATION)

52 but I didn't don't really think she does (INTERMEDIATE EXTERNAL EVALUATION)

appendix (ii): episodic analysis of David’s story

1 in the summer holidays I went to the beach for the er day

2 and er I wanted to go in the sea

3 but my dad didn't let me

4 because he said it was too cold

5 and then my mum said why don't you find something else to do

6 as then I saw a boat

7 and I then I thought should I take a ride in it or shouldn't I
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8 er but then I made my mind up to take a ride in the boat

9 and I put my dog in the er boat

10 and I pushed it out to sea

11 then I quickly ran into the water

12 and jumped onto the boat

13 and then  I rowed er out into the middle of the er of the cove

14 and then I saw a boat with wh white sails and a black flag

15 I thought maybe they could help me  

16 and my mum and dad were still on the er beach

17 er and they thought I was er somewhere on the beach playing with someone

18 and when I got to the boat

19 the I found out that the people were pirates

20 and they and they captured me

21 and they took me on board

22 and made me walk the plank    

23 but before they did my dog bit the captain's leg

24 his sword fell overboard

25 and I kicked him

26 he fell down

27 and I jumped over him

28 and then then I started to cau- cause chaos on the er ship

29 and then I got a flag and a map

30 and then then I jumped overboard

31 and swum towards our boat

32 then I looked at the map

33 and it put showed an island with an X on

34 so I thought maybe this means treasure  

35  so I used the flag as a sail

36 and tied it to my oars

37 and then the wind pushed us out to the island

38 and I used one of the oars as a as a spade

39 and I started digging

40 and I found the treasure treasure chest

41 and I I opened it up

42 and I thought how do I know this is real

43 then I think mmm what's this

44 oh my god

45 there's a diamond as big as my hand

46 and then I er the shall I take it

47 yes

48 then I put some in my pocket

49 and I put some necklaces round my dog's neck

50 then we jumped back into the boat

51 and sailed back to the beach

52 and then when we got there
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53 I put all the jewellery in my bag

54 and then I then I told my mum my my adventure

55 and she said I believe you

56 but I didn't don't really think she does
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